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Abstract— In India we are witnessing a movement that will 

completely transform business and society. The word given to 

this movement is BIG DATA. Engineers doing work for 

transformation of country to change its status as developed 

country. Engineers are working to reduce and remove the 

hurdles to achieve the status. They are working on various 

hurdles like Cleanliness, Internal commotion, Solar 

Techniques, Transport, Space Vehicles, Rivers Transport, 

Water Supply, Sewerage, Corruption, communication, Nano -

Technology,  Infrastructure, Buildings, Digitization, Medium 

of Exchange, Cloud Computing, IoT, Big Data, GPS Enabled 

Vehicle etc. We will emphasize on BIG DATA here. 

INTRODUCTION 

The world of Big Data has grown significantly in all processes 

of hurdles resolutions in developing India in past few years. 

It’s changing everything from the way banks and shops 

operate, the way treatment of serious diseases, fighting with 

corruption, Transportation and terrorism and affecting 

everybody lifestyle no matter you are a villager or urban 

population. There are two major roles to deal with BIG DATA 

are DATA SCIENTIST and BIG DATA ENGINEER. DATA 

SCIENTIST deal with statistics and BIG DATA ENGINEER 

deals with engineering. A BIG DATA Engineer is a person 

knows how to get results from vast amounts of data quickly by 

managing BIG DATA infrastructure & its tools. The BIG 

DATA ENGINEERS develop, maintain, test, evaluate and 

plays a critical role to get the desired output.  

 

Main Area 

The data is generated mainly from three sources in today 

world. First employee of organization is entering the required 

data. Second user of internet are generating the data example 

is facebook users. Third IoT Enabled devices, machines and 

sensors are generating the data example GPS enabled devices. 

Engineers are manufacturing, developing, operating, 

improving, analyzing the devices to generate & store the data 

for best performance. The role of Engineers are in data 

accumulation & scaling it, Ability to process the data and 

scaled up and discover all of the important things hidden 

inside the data to step up the development our country. 

A case study of Rolls-Royce (A MNC)- How big data used 

to derive success in manufacturing & engineers role. 

Rolls Royce manufacture enormous engine that are used by 

500 airlines and more than 150 armed forces. This is 

completely hi-tech industry where failure and mistakes can 

cost billions-and human life. It is therefore crucial to monitor 

health of product to spot potential. Rolls Royce put big data 

processes in design, manufacture and after sales support. 

IN Design: High power computing clusters used in design. 

They generated terabyte of data on each simulation of jet 

engines then used computer techniques to look into the 

datasets &visualize the product performance. 

IN Manufacturing: The company manufacturing system are 

increasingly becoming networked and communicate with each 

other, innovations are not only metal bashing process, which 

are sophisticated and very clever, but also in automated 

measurement schemes to monitor quality control by 

computing BIG DATA received from IoT enabled devices & 

computing 

In after sales support:  Rolls Royce engines and propulsion 

systems are fitted with hundred of sensors that record every 

tiny details about their operation and report any change in data 

in real time to ENGINEERS who then decide the best course 

of action.  

Ultimately BIG Data analytics have helped ROLLS ROYCE 

improve the design process decrease the time to manufacture 

and improved the quality and performance. 

Case Studies of BIG DATA in INDIA & Engineers Role: 

The following studies are based in India, shows few bits of 

developing India. Engineers role are very important at all 

stages i.e strategy, Design, Transition, Operation and 

Continual Improvement 
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CASE STUDY1:  
 

Using the power of  Big Data, ixigo has launched a PNR 

prediction feature for train travelers. For any given train’s 

wait-listed status, ixigo is now able to show the near accurate 

probability with which the ticket will confirm, so that travelers 

may decide whether or not to book a wait-listed ticket. 

PNR prediction feature also shows the probability of getting 

your ticket confirmed if already booked and solves a huge 

pain area for millions of daily train travelers. The company 

claims that its app gives far more accurate PNR prediction 

than all existing PNR prediction services since ixigo has 

mined data from over 10 million PNRs over the last two years. 

The company claims an accuracy rate of 90% accuracy and 

hopes to raise it to 95% over a period of time. 

 

CASE STUDY 2:  
 

Owning some of the top ten games in terms of revenue, 

Reliance Games has more than 600 game developers working 

for over 2,000 devices across various operating systems. To 

keep on improving its product, the company’s basic need was 

to analyze the products at the product development level to 

have a better understanding of daily active users (DAUs), 

number of downloads, user behavior, game performance, 

dropouts, reasoning for drop-outs, etc. 

Reliance Games today uses Big Data analytics to get quick 

insights on customer behavior and improve its overall product. 

Researchers analyze daily data volume of 37 million records 

and total events reaching 100 billion per game mark. 40 GB 

data is being added every day and nearly 300 events are 

captured from each device daily for each game session 

 

CASE STUDY 3: 

 

 India’s current ruling party, the BJP, used Big Data analytics 

effectively in the elections. The BJP accurately mined data 

from almost every Internet user in the country, and used this 

data to accurately understand voter sentiments and local 

issues. Data-based analysis was also used to raise funds and 

create different models for different regions. The targeting was 

done not on national issues, but local issues which were 

considered far more important. 

When you consider the fact that elections in India involve 

more than 800 million voters with different ideologies and 

expectations, the innovative usage of Big Data marked a huge 

change in the way elections were fought traditionally. 

The result – BJP could identify issues far more proactively 

due to data available at its disposal and customize its strategy  

accordingly. This ultimately played a huge role in its victory. 

 

CASE Study 4:  
 

The Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Board (BWSSB) 

is using Big Data and predictive analytics technology from 

IBM to create systems for monitoring water distribution 

systems. Bangalore’s massive population growth (from 5.4 

million in 2000 to over 10 million) has put tremendous strain 

on the city’s water supply and distribution systems. In 

partnership with IBM, the BWSSB has built an operational 

dashboard, which serves as a ―command center‖ for managing 

the city’s water supply networks. 

Around 45% of the water supplied by the BWSSB goes 

unaccounted. Implementing this solution will help minimize 

unaccounted water by detecting large changes in water flow, 

through real-time monitoring. 

 

Case Study 5:  
 

DLF has deployed an innovative mobile-phone based solution 

that channels data insights from customers visiting DLF 

Promenade, a high-end shopping mall serving the 

metropolitan New Delhi area. The technology performs real-

time analytics to convert data gathered from shopper’s 

movements in the mall to provide meaningful interactions for 

smartphone users. DLF is now using the solution to allow 

retailers in the mall to extend sales deals to shoppers via the 

app, based on footfall heat maps. 

This is also seen in the eCommerce world. From a Flipkart to 

a Goibibo, almost every eCommerce firm uses Big Data 

extensively. eCommerce giant Flipkart for example, analyzes 

25 million rows of inventory data every day to enable data-

driven decision-making. Likewise, other leading companies 

like Snapdeal and HomeShop18 claim they generate 30-40% 

of their orders with the help of big data tools that they use. 

 

Case Study 6:  
 

The Kerala Water Authority (KWA), Government of Kerala, 

India is using IBM’s Analytics and Mobility solutions to 

analyze, monitor and manage water distribution in the city of 

Thiruvananthapuram. 

              With a population of more than 3.3 million, providing 

connections with equitable water supply to 210,000 

households across divisions/ subdivisions was a challenging 

task, due to aging pipes, leaking infrastructure and 

unauthorized use of water. There were huge losses in water 

distribution with close to 45% of fresh water unaccounted for 

or wasted due to leakages. Also, without systems in place to 

monitor and provide real-time visibility into water 

consumption, it was difficult for KWA to track the 

performance of water treatment. 

KWA was also facing challenges in revenue collection as the 

billing system was unable to accurately track water 

consumption by consumers. Today, due to the Big Data 

analytics system, the data monitored by the IBM systems will 

help KWA in tracking water meters across the city on 

consumption, thereby reducing billing anomalies and 

improving revenue collection by more than 10%. With the 

solutions, KWA aims to achieve 100 % success in equitable 

water supply with the ability to monitor and flag irregularities 

in water usage using sensors and intelligent meters. 

 

Tools & Technologies to deal with BIG DATA 



 

The data is received from various sources like IoT Enabled 

devices, Networked computing, real time & offline mode. 

Engineers are using following BIG DATA tools and 

technologies to store and analyze the data to increase the 

performance & making quality products to contribute in 

development of our country. 

 

 

1.Apache Hadoop:- 

 

Apache Hadoop is a java based free software framework that 

can effectively store large amount of data in a cluster. This 

framework runs in parallel on a cluster and has an ability to 

allow us to process data across all nodes. Hadoop Distributed 

File System (HDFS) is the storage system of Hadoop which 

splits big data and distribute across many nodes in a cluster. 

This also replicates data in a cluster thus providing high 

availability. 

 

2. Microsoft HDInsight:- 

 

 It is a Big Data solution from Microsoft powered by Apache 

Hadoop which is available as a service in the cloud. HDInsight 

uses Windows Azure Blob storage as the default file system. 

This also provides high availability with low cost. 

 

3. NoSQL:-  

 

While the traditional SQL can be effectively used to handle 

large amount of structured data, we need NoSQL (Not Only 

SQL) to handle unstructured data. NoSQL databases store 

unstructured data with no particular schema. Each row can 

have its own set of column values. NoSQL gives better 

performance in storing massive amount of data. There are 

many open-source NoSQL DBs available to analyse big Data. 

 

4. Hive:-  

 

This is a distributed data management for Hadoop. This 

supports SQL-like query option HiveSQL (HSQL) to access 

big data. This can be primarily used for Data mining purpose. 

This runs on top of Hadoop. 

 

5. Sqoop:-  

 

This is a tool that connects Hadoop with various relational 

databases to transfer data. This can be effectively used to 

transfer structured data to Hadoop or Hive. 

 

6. PolyBase:-  

 

This works on top of SQL Server 2012 Parallel Data 

Warehouse (PDW) and is used to access data stored in PDW. 

PDW is a datawarhousing appliance built for processing any 

volume of relational data and provides an integration with 

Hadoop allowing us to access non-relational data as well. 

 

7. Big data in EXCEL:-  

 

As many people are comfortable in doing analysis in EXCEL, 

a popular tool from Microsoft, we can also connect data stored 

in Hadoop using EXCEL 2013. Hortonworks, which is 

primarily working in providing Enterprise Apache Hadoop, 

provides an option to access big data stored in their Hadoop 

platform using EXCEL 2013. We can use Power View feature 

of EXCEL 2013 to easily summarise the data.  

Similarly, Microsoft’s HDInsight allows us to connect to Big 

data stored in Azure cloud using a power query option. 

 

8. Presto:- 

 

Facebook has developed and recently open-sourced its Query 

engine (SQL-on-Hadoop) named Presto which is built to 

handle petabytes of data. Unlike Hive, Presto does not depend 

on MapReduce technique and can quickly retrieve data. 

 

Engineers in India are using various techniques and software 

 

Conclusion:- 

 

Engineering relies on ―effectiveness,‖ ―safety,‖ and ―stability‖ 

and more. The Engineers has been able to respond adequately 

to changing demand largely because: Engineers reacting 

quickly in opting engineering technologies  and in choosing 

specialized fields like BIG DATA, IOT and High performance 

computing with all fields of engineering. Nevertheless, 

engineering is’nt about the perfect solutions. It’s about 

doing the best we can with limited resources. With the same 

sprit Engineers are doing their jobs to develop our nation. 

 

A. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

SQL: Structured Query Language, HDFS: Hadoop distributed 

file system 

B. Some Common Mistakes 

 The word ―data‖ is plural, not singular. 
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